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ABSTRACT

Tactile maps are essential tools for visually impaired people to comprehend space and to support the simple pedestrian trips made difficult by their disability. Tactile maps are created manually and printed by specialists, and it takes a large amount of time to create a new one, which prevents using them on demand for everyday use. As a consequence, researchers and cartographers try to automate this creation process, but the existing automated derivation processes do not include generalization or advanced stylization steps, which limits their effectiveness. This paper reports first experiments to include such complex automated cartography processes to provide on demand tactile maps for visually impaired people. These first experiments were more intended to raise real research issues than solve them, and the paper discusses these issues in a research agenda to achieve automatically derived tactile maps.
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1 Introduction

People use maps more and more to help them in their daily tasks, whether the map is printed on paper, or displayed on a screen. But visually impaired people do not have access to this help, which penalized them even more to prepare their outdoor trips. They also need maps to learn how to navigate outdoor, what the usual obstacles are. Tactile maps are essential tools to compensate this lack and to provide them a mental representation of space through touch. Several techniques are used to create such tactile maps: relief embossing [1][2], tactile screens that are often coupled with audio assistance devices [3][4][5], and emerging 3D printing techniques [6]. Whatever is the technique used, tactile maps are complex to design for the transcribers, i.e. the people in charge of the creation of such maps [7]. To make this problem even more complex, the ability of visually impaired people to understand tactile maps depends on many factors such as the severity of impairment, or how long they lived with regular sight before being impaired [7], amongst other factors: a map that works for one blind person might not work for the majority of visually impaired people. As a consequence, there is a real need for an adapted automation of tactile map design, fitting the user needs , what we call on demand tactile maps.
Web mapping is accelerating the need for automated topographic cartography. Finally, as many printing methods exist, we expect that the main components of an on demand tactile mapping process will be also usable for audio-tactile (and teach to visually impaired people how to use them) and that could benefit from automated processes\(^1\), and of TMACS\(^2\).

The usual first step of map design is to understand the needs of the map users. In this specific case, there are two types of users for on demand tactile maps: the transcribers or mobility instructors that usually create tactile maps (and teach to visually impaired people how to use them) and that could benefit from automated processes\(^7\), and of course the visually impaired people that use the map to navigate into and to understand the geographic space. Each visually impaired person has specific needs for a tactile map\(^7\), which urges the need for on demand mapping. Some transcribers even separate the map in two or three different map objects to provide the entire required information (e.g. roads and POIs in one, relief in the other)\(^7\). Therefore, increasing the automation and reducing the time spent on map design would be greatly helpful. When transcribers and mobility instructors are interviewed, spacing is clearly ranked as one of the main variables for tactile map design\(^10\), which also pleads for using more automated cartography. With interactive interfaces widening multi-modal interfaces\(^11\), automated processing will be mandatory, such as multi-scale web mapping is accelerating the need for automated topographic cartography. Finally, as many printing methods exist, it is necessary to know if visually impaired people prefer some of the techniques over others. Past experiments showed that rough paper and microcapsule paper are preferred among classical techniques (others are braillon, smooth paper, rough plastic, smooth plastic, and aluminium), and also perform better on search tasks\(^12\). The preference is based on the feeling that it was easier to move their fingers across the object in relief.

Related work contains several attempts to automatically create tactile maps from geographical datasets. First, the Talking TMAP\(^3\) project was an extension of the existing TMAP framework\(^13\), enriched with Talking Tactile Tablets\(^4\). In this case, only streets with Braille labels and the related audio information are put in the map. Street names are generated around the street map, in line with the streets, but not on the map, to avoid symbol congestion. Then, the TMACS\(^5\) project is the first to use OpenStreetMap (OSM) as a data source for on demand tactile mapping\(^2\). Maps are generated to be printed by embossing on microcapsule paper. The input of the service is an address or a POI, and then the user adjusts scale and center (all OSM zoom levels available). There is no building in the map to reduce complexity, but the road/path density remains too high in our opinion. The Mapy.cz project follows the same principles as TMACS by generating maps from OpenStreetMap\(^1\). There are three fixed scales available, related to standard paper sizes, and the map is supposed to be printed by embossing on microcapsule paper. The project only covers Czech Republic,

---

\(^{1}\)Tactile Map Automated Production

\(^{2}\)Tactile Map Automated Creation System
but more map features are handled compared to TMACS (including buildings), and so maps are too complex for the users. On a more limited geographic extent (city of Brno, Czech Republic), an automated system based on ArcGIS software has been developed [15]. The input geographic data comes from the Czech national mapping agency, and some minimal generalization is performed, which requires some manual post-editing. This is a promising first step towards automated tactile mapping. There is also a service specifically dedicated to mobility instructors [16], while the others target both instructors and visually impaired users.

With the development of 3D printing, researchers try to use this technology to go further from usual embossing. For instance, an additive printing technique, based on glued layers of gypsum powder has been used to create 3D maps representing hypsometry with colors for teaching geography to visual impaired children and adults [6]. A similar technology has been used to print a 3D model derived from airborne LIDAR and orthophotos [17].

Despite their proved effectiveness for visually impaired people printed tactile maps suffer the same defect as paper maps versus web maps: the lack of interactivity. So researchers proposed the use of tactile screen augmented with audio information to replace or complement tactile maps. As only touch is available to interact with the screen, the panel of touch interactions with the map has to be extended by visually impaired people. For instance, [18] propose a prototype with multi-touch (10 parallel touch inputs handled, one per finger). Others use audio as a guidance to understand spatial relations, particularly the complex structures that are abstracted as simple polygons in tactile maps, but also qualitative relations such as “passing by” a landmark [19]. Given the finger movement, the system decides if the user is exploring a track, a landmark, or a region and gives the appropriate verbal assistance. Researchers focused on the types of possible interactions in a navigation task: [20] propose to fix the location of the start and the end of the route (e.g. start at the middle left, end at the middle right) and this proposal clearly improves the results in their user survey. GeoTablet [4] uses sound and vibration interactions on a tactile smartphone screen. Toponyms are announced when the related geographic feature is touched on the map. Environmental sound (e.g. tide sounds when touching the sea) and vibrations when inside an area, are generated by the system.

But it is not easy for visually impaired people to know where to touch the tactile screen in order to get audio information, so researchers have recently started mixing the advantages of both techniques (printed tactile map and audio-tactile screen) with “tangible maps” that are tactile screens with a 3D map on top of the screen [5]. Devices were first developed with a line-raised paper map printed on top of a tactile multi-touch screen [8]. A user survey showed a very good response from blind people against the same map with Braille and no audio. Some tangible objects can also be added on top of the screen to enable classical map interactions such as pan and zoom (the tangible objects are displaced when the user pans or zooms) [5]. LucentMaps is a device with transluscent 3D printed map put on top of a tablet to enable audio-augmented exploration of the part [21].

From the analysis of this related work, we can conclude that:

- creating on demand tactile maps, built automatically from geographical datasets, is necessary, and several researchers are already trying to achieve this goal;
- audio-tactile devices based on tactile screens are gaining much interest due to the possible interactions with the map;
- there is no use yet of advanced automated cartography (generalization, schematization, text placement, stylization), except the generalization operations used by [15].

### 2.2 Guidelines for Understandable Tactile Maps

Cartographers have studied how the human eye perception constrains map design [22]. For instance, there should be at least 0.1 mm on a paper map between two symbols to be discriminated. These limitations do not apply to tactile maps but similar studies have been carried out on the haptic perception limits [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. For instance, Bertin variables for map semiology can be adapted to tactile maps [26], and they are all still valid (except color for totally blind people), and the elevation of the tactile map is added as a new variable.

Automated cartography is usually monitored by constraints that translate the eye perception limits and user needs [28]. We tried to synthesize the past research on the haptic perception limits to define such constraints for tactile maps. Table 1 shows an extract of these constraints.

Sets of punctual symbols that are easily understandable through touch have also been proposed and tested with visually impaired people [24, 21]. There is even a proposal for standardization of tactile map symbols [30].

Regarding text, there are guidelines for inserting Braille into tactile maps [29]. One of the main constraints in inserting Braille characters in map is to use very small words. Given the common length of text in maps (e.g. the famous street name "Avenue des Champs-Élysées" in Paris), abbreviations are required to keep the text short.
Table 1: An extract of the specifications for tactile maps synthesized from the literature on tactile mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Geometry type</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum height difference</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>height</td>
<td>height differences &gt; 0.5 mm</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line maximum granularity</td>
<td>line and polygon</td>
<td>granularity</td>
<td>edge length &gt; 8 mm</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point symbol minimum diameter</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>diameter &gt; 6 mm</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum line width</td>
<td>line</td>
<td>width</td>
<td>width &gt; 6 mm</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between two lines</td>
<td>line</td>
<td>separation</td>
<td>distance &gt; 5 mm</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum length of a line</td>
<td>line</td>
<td>length</td>
<td>length &gt; 12.5 mm</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum area of polygons</td>
<td>polygon</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>area &gt; 6 mm²</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between two polygons</td>
<td>polygon</td>
<td>separation</td>
<td>distance &gt;= 13 mm</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum size of Braille cells</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>size of Braille cell</td>
<td>size = 7 mm</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale is also a major factor for map design, as it constrains the abstraction level used to represent geographic features in the map [31]. Due to the space required around map symbols in the tactile maps, areas with dense information require a larger scale, and maps with varying scales, such as the ones discussed by Godfrey [32], may be convenient to deal with spaces with varying information density. In fact, previous studies even concluded that tactile maps with varying scales are better understood by visually impaired people than maps with a fixed scale [33]. Finally, we found no evidence on the optimum size of a tactile map. However, the visually impaired participants of a survey on where the map should be used (at home, in situ...) commented that due to their weight, tactile maps should not be portable [10]. So the fact that the map is portable or not should not be a factor for determining the best size for a tactile map.

3 Experiment to Derive a Tactile Map from Geographical Information

We believe that using the advanced cartographic techniques developed for classical paper or web maps could greatly improve the process to derive tactile maps from geographic data. In order to better understand the research issues related to the application of automated cartography to tactile mapping, we decided to test these issues on a simple use case. The goal is to create a map to be printed on a simple 3D printer that could be available at home for the general public in the near future. We first decided to create the tactile map of the use case by manually transforming the geographic data, and then, we tried to use automatic processes to obtain a similar map. This section describes the use case, and the steps of the manual transformation: data collection and enrichment, generalization, schematization, stylization, text placement, and 3D printing.

3.1 Use Case

The use case corresponds to one of the main functions of maps, route planning: mapping the route from the nearest metro station to IGN (French National Mapping Agency) entrance (Figure 1). This route is a 5-10 minutes walk, and experience shows that it can be complex for visually impaired people with several roads to cross.

The goal is to derive a simple map as a gray-scale image where gray-scale stands for the height of printing. Gray-scale images are standard inputs for most 3D printers including the one used in this experiment (see Section 3.7). The manual transformations was carried out using the QGIS and Adobe Illustrator.
In order to get a good balance between the space for map features and the size of the printed map, we decided to target a 1:2000 scale map (the map is then approximately 30 cm long and 15 cm wide).

3.2 Data Collection and Enrichment

The first step is to get the appropriate input data, which will potentially involve collecting data from different datasets, but also enriching the collected data with features that are implicit in these datasets.

3.2.1 Data Collection

We first collected the topographic data available at IGN (Figure 2) data. This initial dataset contains detailed buildings, road lines, vegetation and park areas, and barriers as points. However, some important features for routing lack in this dataset: zebra crossings and traffic lights. In this case, they were manually extracted from aerial photographs, but they could also be extracted from OpenStreetMap that contains this information in large European cities.

3.2.2 Data Enrichment

Data enrichment is the process that analyze a geographic dataset to identify implicit structures, complex features, or spatial relations, and make them explicit object of the dataset. This step is essential in map generalization as making the enriched features explicit enables their preservation or simplification during the generalization process [34].
In our use case, we identified roundabouts that are complex crossroads for visually impaired people, using the method from [35]. Interviews of visually impaired highlighted that they were sensible to empty spaces around them, and they were identified as in [35] to better preserve them.

People with normal vision understand the geography depicted by maps mostly because they are able understand the spatial relations between the map features. But this is much more difficult for visually impaired people that only rely on haptic perception. That is why it might be necessary to make the important spatial relations explicit in the map with specific symbols. In our case, we decided to extract the locations of crossroads to make them explicit in the map with a point symbol. Interestingly, this necessity to make spatial relations explicit matches practices in map generalization where the important spatial relations are made explicit to preserve them [37]. In this experiment, the spatial relation detection was limited to crossroads (that will be depicted by symbols), and to tree-lined streets, in order to preserve the position of vegetation patches along a street.

3.3 Generalization

After the collection of the input data and its enrichment to enable the map derivation process (manual in this experiment), the input has to be generalized. The following generalization process was manually carried out:

1. road and building selection
2. building simplification and squaring
3. roads and railways simplification
4. vegetation patches smoothing
5. contextual displacement of buildings and vegetation patches

Road selection is a classical map generalization operation that consists in retaining the most prominent roads in a network while preserving the connectivity and the structures of the network [35]. In this case, the main factor for prominence was the visibility of the roads from the route, and given the scale, all the roads that are connected to the route are retained in the map and all others are removed (Figure 3).

The same principle was applied to building selection by removing the buildings that are not visible from the route path. Buildings are considered as not visible if they are too far from the route or if they are behind another building.

Then, to reduce the granularity of buildings, they have been significantly simplified and squared [38]. (Figure 4) shows how a group of buildings has been simplified and squared in the experiment. Although the simplification level is high, we believe that it is still a building simplification rather than a schematization [39], and that it can be obtained by automated algorithms dedicated to building simplification, just by exaggerating the parameters. This assumption is strengthened by the results of the automatic experiment presented in Section 4.

Vegetation patches are merged then when close to each other, and either smoothed when their geometry is initially curvy, and simplified when the geometry is initially square (Figure 5).
Figure 4: Building generalization: (a) initial buildings; (b) generalized building; (c) initial and generalized buildings superimposed.

Figure 5: Vegetation patches generalization: initial patches in green and generalized ones with a gray outline.

Finally, the last step of the generalization process applied in our experiment is a contextual displacement [40] of the buildings and vegetation patches to follow the guidelines regarding the separation between two symbols. The roads were not displaced at this stage, but were at the schematization stage described in the following subsection.

### 3.4 Schematization

Different schematization steps are performed to obtain a more abstract map:

- First, it appears that the generalization process was not enough to free some space around the start and the end of the route, where more information is necessary in the map. To tackle this problem, it was decided to use varying scale schematization (Figure 6), as suggested by [33], which showed that it was more effective to display the areas with dense information (around the optimal route), and the contextual areas. The schematization we used can be compared to the focus + context visualization technique where the focus is put on the route [41]. A similar approach was also proposed by godfrey17 in the context of multi-modal (e.g. walk, then bus, then metro) route maps. The scale used in the magnified areas is approximately 1:1000.
- Then, we observed on the existing tactile maps designed by transcribers that road and railway networks are often schematized with straight lines, in order to look like metro maps [42]. So, we use the same principle by constraining the roads to three orientations: 0°, 45°, and 90°. But, to better preserve the shape of the blocks delimited by turning roads, we relaxed a little bit these constraints by allowing 45° roads to have slight parts that are not 45° (Figure 6).
- As part of the metro map-like schematization, we followed the suggestion from paladugu10 to put the start of the route on the middle left of the map, and the end of the route on the middle right: all the map features were rotated by approximately 10°.
- A last schematization operation was carried out on roads for the sake of zebra crossing representation: we decided to clearly separate the road lanes of the main roads, even when there was no separation of the lanes on the ground. This last operation is not backed up by any user experiment, so we are not sure it can be understood by a visually impaired user. Otherwise, another solution to clearly represent zebra crossings should be found.

Figure 6 shows the results of the complete road schematization in our experiment. Of course, the other map features were displaced to follow the distortions of the roads.

### 3.5 Text Placement

Braille cells need more space than Roman characters to be rendered, and the street names to put in the map can sometimes be long, so we decided to use abbreviations which is quite usual in tactile maps [29]. Given its importance in the route depicted by our tactile map, the name of the main road to follow IGN is placed between the lines representing the two lanes, and is repeated after each intersection (Figure 7). The other street names are put around the map at the extremities of the road lines, which enables a sequential parsing of the roads to cross to reach IGN (Figure 7).

### 3.6 Stylization

The final step of map design is the stylization of the map features (Figure 8). Two widths are used to distinguish the most important roads (that are depicted by plain lines in relief). Three point symbols have been used for subway exits
Figure 6: Schematization of the generalized roads: route start and end are magnified, roads are shifted to $0^\circ$ (or $90^\circ$ or $45^\circ$), and road lanes are completely separated.

Figure 7: Placement of the Braille text, and the translation in Roman characters.
and crossroads, following the guidelines of the literature. The railway is represented with a dashed line. And the areal features of the map are represented with textured polygons (zebra crossings, buildings, vegetation patches, and IGN building).

Among the tactile map design variables, textures are particularly important and the ones chosen here follow the results of the studies from nolanMorris71. The design of the texture was performed carefully to avoid texture elements being cut, and thus being too small to be readable by touch, at polygon borders. However, this problems still occurs and this is a challenge for future research (see Section 6.5).

We defined a gray-scale style to be used in a 3D printer, which is to similar to the outputs of existing on demand system, e.g. [2] or [1]. The gray level in the output image encodes the height in the printed map. Four different heights are used:

1. railways and vegetation patches,
2. roads,
3. buildings,
4. point symbols.

### 3.7 3D Model Generation and 3D Printing

As the aim is to print the map with a simple non-professional printer in order to simulate further on-demand applications, this type of device requires the generation of a 3D model from the map image. This subsection describes how the 3D model was generated and how it was printed.

The map was modeled in 3D using a triangulation mesh in the open OBJ format\footnote{http://www.cs.utah.edu/ boulos/cs3505/obj_spec.pdf} each pixel of the map image is given a height, and the mesh is generated taking into account where to insert vertical triangles. As the chosen type of 3D printer is often limited in the size of the objects that can be created, it was decided to cut the map in small pieces that are printed separately and that can be clipped together, using a small device (also 3D printed). To enable this clipping system, we propose to augment the 3D model to include a hollow back of the map (left side of Figure 9), with small gaps in the middle of each edge to insert the small device that clips two parts of the map (Figure 9c).
Figure 10: Due to the aliasing on curved shapes, 3D printers are not able to handle properly meshes generated from gray-scale bitmaps. In red: regions with significant small variations which will result in jerking movements of the printer head.

Figure 11: Process used for automatic building generalization.

The printing experiments were not very conclusive, producing relief features that are not smooth enough, and even sometimes very fragile. The main problem seems to be similar to aliasing, when the 3D model is generated from the map image. Figure 10 illustrates the limitation of a bitmap based approach with additive manufacturing. A solution to this problem would be to generate the 3D model from the vector map, rather than using an image, but this idea needs to be experimented (see Section 6).

4 Derivation with Automatic Processes

The long term target of this work is to automatically derive on-demand tactile maps: the steps described above should all be automated. As a first experiment, we try to use standard generalization algorithms to automate the generalization steps, i.e. algorithms not adapted to the specific needs of tactile maps. This second experiment shows how far we are from the automation of the generalization process for on-demand tactile maps. This experiment is carried out thanks to the CartAGen research platform [43] that is now available with an open source license. The other processes (text placement, schematization, stylization, and 3D modeling/printing) are not covered by this part of the experiment.

4.1 Building Generalization

A quite simple automatic workflow of building generalization is presented in Figure 11. It is slightly iterative because the simplification did not perform well on some very complex buildings. So when the simplification algorithm damages too much the initial shape of a building, the simplification is reverted and a new simplification is carried out with a smaller parameter value until the simplified shape stays close enough to the initial one.

The simplification algorithm is the one included in the AGENT generalization model [44]. The shape preservation checking step is also based on the AGENT generalization model [44], using the same spatial measures: orientation, compactness, convexity, and size. The squaring operation is performed using the least-squares based algorithm from [38]. The final filtering step is necessary to remove the vertices when three or more are aligned after squaring: the Douglas-Peucker algorithm is used with a very small threshold (0.5 m). Results are presented in Figure 12.

4.2 Road Generalization

The first step of road generalization is the selection of the roads that should be displayed in the map. In this case, the scale allows the preservation of minor, and the selection is based on the usefulness given the purpose of the map, i.e. only roads visible from the route are selected. To select visible roads, we simply intersected a buffer of the central road.

4https://github.com/IGNF/CartAGen
4.3 Vegetation Generalization

Vegetation patches also need to be simplified and sometimes merged to the patches that are too close. So we used a simplification approach based on morphological operators (erosion and dilation), similar to the one proposed by damenEtAl2008 for buildings, because it includes simplification and merge in the same algorithm. Patches are dilated and eroded several times, with different thresholds to obtain the results presented in Figure 15.

4.4 Inter-Theme Consistency

In this experiment, the inter-theme consistency is limited to the possible overlaps between features that are generalized separately, i.e. buildings, vegetation patches and roads. First, vegetation patches and buildings that are not visible
from the route are deleted: if rays traced from the centroid of the features to the central road intersect a building, the features are considered as not visible. Finally, all the features are processed by a displacement algorithm available in the CartAGen platform, which iteratively displaces features; inter-distances are optimized by a gradient descent algorithm. The final results are presented in Figure 16.

5 Assessment of the Maps

Two types of assessments of the produced maps were conducted, and are presented in this section: a critical evaluation of experts in cartography of the 2D gray-scale map; and a comparison to existing on demand maps.

5.1 Critical Evaluation

We presented the map (Figure 8) to several experts of cartography from our research groups, and their comments are reported in this subsection. Obviously, this expert evaluation is not enough, and a user evaluation is required (see the research agenda Section 6).
• The first blindingly obvious problem is the representation of roads. The proposed approach has to advantages to let free space for Braille and other symbols, but it is very complex to understand that those two lines represent the two lanes of the same road.
• We also believe that the map is still too complex for visually impaired people regarding the amount of information (too many Braille, too many vegetation patches), and the granularity of some polygonal shapes (some angles are too sharp).
• The high level of schematization is well received.
• The textures applied to polygon features lead to artifacts, i.e. only a small part of the texture is sometimes included in the polygon making the small remaining part to small to be understood by touch, which should be avoided (see for instance the IGN building with the triangle-based texture). If a texture element cannot be entirely rendered, it should not be rendered at all, rather than partly rendered.
• Finally, there is a problem with the representation of zebra crossings by textured polygons. A representation with a line would be preferable.

5.2 Comparison to Existing On Demand Maps

In order to further assess the manually derived map, or at least its two-dimensional version, we tried a comparison with a map from Mapy.cz on a similar area in both size and geographical content (Figure 17), because it is not possible on the same area as the service is only available on Czech areas.

There are clear differences in the stylization (roads only represented by hollow areas, no use of point symbols), but if we only focus on the generalization/schematization aspects. We note that:

1. road density is very high, and complex crossroads add even more complexity and should be difficult for visually impaired people to understand;
2. railroad complex junctions are also left unmodified;
3. text density is very important in the Czech map;
4. building granularity is very high, all the small courtyards inside building blocks must be very complex for users;
5. many map symbols overlap, which is even more complex to understand in tactile maps than classical maps.

Even if these maps are not primarily meant to be seen, it is interesting to measure their visual complexity to assess their potential tactile complexity. Clutter measures are techniques from the computer vision research domain to assess visual complexity [45], and have been successfully applied to maps in the past [46, 47]. Table 2 shows the results from several clutter measures already used in [46] applied on Figure 8 and Figure 17. Even if each absolute value is complex to analyze, all measures confirm that our map is way less visually complex that the on demand map from Mapy.cz,
Table 2: Clutter measures of the tactile maps before printing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Clutter measures</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>edge density</td>
<td>subband entropy</td>
<td>quadtree clutter</td>
<td>segmentation clutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>our map</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapy.cz</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>2388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15] map 1</td>
<td>2256</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15] map 2</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>1884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which is normal as our goal was to design a less complex map. This assessment gives us clues for the research agenda presented in the following section.

6 Research Agenda

6.1 Data Collection

The experiment presented in this paper shows that the information available in the datasets of national mapping agencies, such as IGN in France, is not sufficient, and complementary datasets, coming from open data existing initiatives such as OpenStreetMap, or specific data acquisition for the purpose of on-demand maps for visually impaired people should be used. Information about all possible obstacles in the streets, such as all urban equipment what is the size of those entities, should be available. But route maps could also contain unexpected obstacles, not on the ground, but on the facades (new perspective to integrate) such as specific windows equipments, the absence or presence of facades providing meaningful, and such as sensitive clues for visually impaired people to detect walkability and dangerosity of a path. Finally, meaningful information is perhaps not related to existing entities, but related to the meaning of the comprehension of spatial relations, such as the notion of a crossroad. In a citizen science perspectives, it would be interesting to develop tools and protocols that enable visually impaired people to capture themselves such information.

6.2 Generalization of Heterogeneous Data

The automated generalization results of the experiment presented in Section 4 show that there is no urgent need for specific generalization algorithms: adapting the existing ones with different parameters seems enough. So, the first step to achieve automation is to test existing methods to orchestrate the automated application of generalization algorithms [48], as we only tested manually selected algorithms on manually selected map features.

But the previous subsection showed that the use of additional crowdsourced datasets might be necessary. Using such heterogeneous datasets together in automated cartography processes raises many problems that need to be addressed to achieve full automation [49]. For instance, gathering information with heterogeneous levels of detail often leads to inconsistencies that damage map readability. Harmonization processes that transform the geometry of detailed and undetailed features are required [50], as well as generalization processes able to adapt their parameters to the varying level of detail of the input data.

6.3 3D Schematization

In the existing on demand mapping systems, the tactile map features are generalized or schematized as two-dimensional features that are later extruded into 3D tactile shapes, but it could be more effective to design 3D schematization from the two-dimensional initial features to avoid the problems we encountered during the 3D printing step of our experiment.

More generally, the issue of automatically distorting map features, to obtain maps with magnified regions, also needs to be addressed. The emerging techniques for fish-eye lenses or focus maps [51] could be adapted to distort the map while minimizing the impact of distortion on the shape of map features (i.e. straight shapes should not become curvy due to distortion).

6.4 Automatic Text Placement

The rules that guide Braille text in general [29], and Braille text in maps make the existing text placement techniques (see [52] for a recent review) useless. They have to be extended to be improved to enable automatic text placement in tactile maps. Beyond the question of the space around the Braille characters, and the overlaps with the map symbols, which can be considered as additional constraints for optimization based text placement techniques, the optimization
of text placement outside or around the map, such as street names in our experiment, requires changes in the way we model the position of text around a map feature: we usually put the text in one of the four or eight possible positions around a feature, which is no longer applicable in the case of tactile maps.

6.5 Stylization for Tactile Printing

In order to address the problem of textures rendering at the border of polygons, we believe that research on automatic generation of vector textures [53], yet experimented for printed 3D objects [54], could be adapted for the 3D printing of tactile maps.

Added to that, many of the visually impaired people are not totally blind and do perceive colors and contrasts [55] in some way. So tactile maps can be augmented with colors to help these people understanding the map (Figure 18). The methods that seek to optimize the colors in a map given some constraints, here the limited color perception of visually impaired people balanced with color contrasts [56], could be adapted to augment the map with colors on demand, given the color perception capabilities of the user.

Finally, there are research projects on the specification and optimization of stylization, a way to semi-automatically design and control expressive styles for map design, usable to manage underlying constraints specific to visually impaired people [57, 58]. We believe that such research could be extended to deal with the style of tactile maps, whether they are printed or displayed on audio-tactile devices.

6.6 Automatic Evaluation

To verify that the guidelines summarized in Section 2.2 are fully respected, a constraint-based evaluation can be carried out [59]. The goal of automatic evaluation in cartography is to control the iterative process at each step, and to assess where are the remaining problem at the end [60]. The challenge is to extend the principles of constraint-based evaluation that were designed for map generalization to the complete workflow of automatic cartography for tactile maps.

But there is an additional difficulty in the case of tactile maps: a constraint-based auto-evaluation cannot be performed on the printed map, and the flaws due to the printing process would not be evaluated. The same problem occurs for clutter-based evaluation [46] that can only be applied to map images.

6.7 User Evaluation

User studies are used more and more in cartography to evaluate the fitness of a map for a specific use [61]. They have been used for many years by researchers interested in cartography for visually impaired people, whether the users are visually impaired or just the transcribers in charge of the design and creation of the maps. So the challenge is not the
user experiment itself, but to control the content of the experiment when the variable to assess is a small change in map design.

For instance, if we want to assess the influence only of schematization operations in the on demand tactile mapping process: we will produce maps with scale deformations and other without, and compare both on a navigation task. But whatever the chosen scale for the map without schematization (the large one used in dense areas, or the small one used in sparse areas), the size of the map will be different: it will then be difficult to know if users act more effectively because of the schematization or because of the size of the printed map (maps too small or too large might be harder to handle).

6.8 Automatic Cartographic Processing for On Demand Tactile Mapping

Even if all the challenges described above are addressed in the future years, we will still be unable to derive on demand tactile maps, as, even for 2D topographic maps, there was no attempt to design a complete workflow that combines all steps of on demand mapping (Figure 19). To add even more complexity, an on demand automatic process should be able to deliver simplified maps on demand for several types of users (e.g. several types of visual impairment), several uses (e.g. movement by foot, or car, geographic discovery of a place, etc.), and several printing techniques (e.g. tactile screen with sound, relief embossing, different types of 3D printing). The questions to address are: is there an order to chain the four processes? Is the process iterative? How much each process depends on the results of the others?

7 Conclusions and Further Work

All users and practitioners plead for a quicker access to maps for visually impaired people. While some promising on-demand systems now allow a quick on-demand access to maps printable in relief, the lack of automated cartography processes on those systems make the maps hardly usable in practice. This paper reported a first experiment to adapt automated cartography processes (map generalization, schematization, stylization) to this issue of on-demand tactile mapping. The contribution of this paper is the demonstration that using automatic cartography processes is feasible but requires the investigation of several issues, detailed in a research agenda. The experiment also shows that tactile maps are a good use case to test the genericity and the adaptability of the on-demand mapping methods we are working on.

Our future work is to address the main points of this research agenda regarding generalization, schematization, stylization and their inclusion in a global automatic workflow. The evaluation of the maps created by such a system, based on user experiment, is also a big challenge we want to address. Finally, we have seen at the beginning of the paper that even if maps printed in 3D will be useful in many cases, the future of maps for visually impaired people is related to interactive audio-tactile devices. The derivation of interactive multi-scale maps in such systems is major challenge and cartographers will have to team up with computer scientists specialized in human-computer interactions for visually impaired people.
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